SAP CLOUD LIFT
FOR AZURE
Frictionless SAP® system syncing to the cloud
EPI-USE Labs is a boutique SAP solution provider, with a focus on SAP landscape automation,
security, reporting and cloud migrations. At the heart of our IP is our semantic definition of SAP
business objects which allows us to build, scramble and provision SAP solutions for our customers.

Data Sync Manager™ leveraging the power of Azure™
Spin up SAP workloads in Azure for DevOps, training or project landscapes – including scrambling and securing data at source.

Smart data selection

Frictionless migrations

Easily decide which SAP data you want
to lift to the cloud, allowing you to
rightsize your SAP estate.
Time- or enterprise-slice the data you
want to sync.

Elegant solution, with wizard-driven
provisioning tools and templates –
reducing the time it takes for creating
system copies.

Source-side scrambling
Protect your sensitive SAP data by
scrambling production data at source,
allowing you to test the process in
pre-production systems.

EPI-USE Labs enabled us to copy data to the cloud within a very tight project time-frame while protecting our data with the use of source-side
scrambling. The tool has been easy to use and assisted the business in achieving its project outcomes
- Group Manager, Business Systems Applications, leading coal producer

Don’t just lift and shift
Unlike other cloud providers that copy entire SAP systems, including their sensitive data, with EPI-USE Labs’ Data Sync Manager™
you can optimise and secure your data when moving workloads to Azure.

BENEFITS WE BRING

Time savings

Cost reduction

Increase security

Reduce the time taken for your SAP
system copy process and introduce
more frequent system refresh cycles.

Reduce the space required for your test
systems by selectively syncing the data
required.

Unique source-side scrambling tool;
the data is secure before leaving the
SAP production system.

Intelligent system analysis and
prebuilt security content
We offer analysis framework and pre-built scrambling scenarios
to accelerate your cloud adoption timeframe.

Our customer success stories
Helping SAP customers for over 20 years. 950+ enterprise customers.

Hunkemöller

Aberdare Cables

Rabobank

Building SAP test environments took a long
time and were costly for this Dutch clothing
retailer. Their quality assurance system was a
copy of the production system, and took over
two weeks to copy. The EPI-USE Labs’
solution provided an SAP production and
provisioning tool which saved both time and
valuable data volumes, and allowed
Hunkemöller to test and deliver business
changes more frequently, at a lower cost.

A leading South African manufacturing company
needed to divest their SAP landscape from their main
shareholder, provision it on a new platform and
kickstart a journey to S/4HANA. Using Data Sync
Manager™, their SAP production data was selectively
extracted, rationalised and provisioned on a new
platform running on SAP HANA managed by EPI-USE
Labs. Aberdare is now well on their journey to
S/4HANA thanks to their brand new platform and
architecture.

Rabobank invested in the Data Sync Manager™
(DSM) suite of products from EPI-USE Labs. This
enabled them to dramatically reduce their
Runbook, thanks to automation built into DSM to
simplify the data refresh and scrambling process.
Rabobank now has a clear method to create test
data in their non-production environments, while
complying with the Banking Authority’s
regulations.

Hear from our customers in our on-demand webinars: www.epiuselabs.com/webinars

